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Trademark Lessons From USC V. USC 

Law360, New York (March 16, 2010) -- The most recently decided contest between the University of Southern 
California Trojans (“California”) and the University of South Carolina Gamecocks (“Carolina”) was a long-fought 
battle far away from the gridiron, the hardwood, or, in this case, the baseball diamond. 

Although the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC)[1] and the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board 
(TTAB)[2] both designated their decisions in the relevant cases as “non-precedential,” these rulings illustrated the 
critical importance of tackling trademark issues early and developing a sound and comprehensive game plan 
regarding trademark protection. 

When Carolina attempted to register its baseball team’s interlocking SC logo for clothing, California opposed, citing 
a prior registration for SC in standard characters (“the Standard Character Registration”), a registration for an 
interlocking SC logo in block lettering (“the SC Interlocking Block Registration”), and common law rights in its own 
interlocking SC logo. 

Carolina petitioned to cancel the SC Interlocking Block Registration. The TTAB ruled in favor of California on both 
counts; Carolina appealed; and when the dust cleared after Carolina’s appeal to the CAFC, California was still 
standing as the victor. 

What lessons can other universities (and any trademark owner) learn from the struggle between these two 
prominent programs? 

1) Registrations can be valuable. 

California’s Standard Character Registration was more than 5 years old, and therefore incontestable and 
impervious to Carolina’s allegations of earlier use. 

Furthermore, California’s SC Interlocking Block Registration enjoyed a presumption of validity that was not 
overcome by evidence presented by Carolina during the opposition. Had Carolina registered some of its marks 
earlier, the contest may have ended differently. 

2) Carefully consider the identification of goods and services. 

The TTAB held that a limitation in the identification of the class 25 goods (clothing) in the Standard Character 
Registration to “all goods being offered and sold at university-controlled outlets” was determinative with respect 
to a likelihood of confusion in that class, because none of Carolina’s goods were sold in outlets controlled by 
California. 
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The TTAB therefore dismissed the opposition with respect to class 25 based on the Standard Character 
Registration. Fortunately for California, however, the Standard Character Registration also listed goods in other 
classes, such as key rings, tote bags and pennants in classes 6, 18 and 24, respectively, that contained a limitation 
to “university authorized channels of trade.” 

The TTAB ruled (and the CAFC upheld) that “authorized” channels are different than “controlled” channels, and 
include the same channels in which Carolina apparel would likely be sold. So, while the “university controlled” 
limitation was useful to overcome a rejection during prosecution of the application, it could have been disastrous 
had California owned only a single registration in a single class with that description. 

Before using a similar limitation, consider whether goods truly will be sold only at outlets controlled by the school, 
as the resulting registration will have a very limited scope. 

Furthermore, if a narrow limitation in the goods and services is unavoidable in one class, consider the benefits of 
registering in other classes that may proceed to registration without similar limitations. 

In the present case, while goods in classes 6, 18, and 24 probably generate far less revenue for California than 
goods in class 25, registration in these classes ultimately saved the day. 

3) Consider the entire portfolio. 

The evidence showed that California and Carolina were parties to an agreement executed nearly 30 years earlier 
addressing use and registration of the USC trademark. 

Unfortunately for both parties (given the substantial amount both probably spent on the present dispute), the 
agreement did not address use and registration of SC standing alone, although both schools were likely using or 
had previously used some version of an SC mark when the agreement was signed. 

Had Carolina previously registered its own interlocking SC logo years earlier when it claimed to have first started 
using the mark, the registration may have compelled more attention and continuous use of the mark that would 
have established incontestable rights for Carolina. 

A school may use numerous marks in connection with its academic and athletic endeavors, and it should consider 
all of them when licensing, seeking registration, maintaining use, and resolving disputes with others. 

4) Proactively manage the University trademark portfolio. 

Carolina placed into the record evidence of 18 other colleges and universities allegedly using an SC mark in some 
form. Further evidence showed that only one — Spelman College — had resolved a prior dispute with California 
regarding its own, very distinctive SC logo. 

Another — Santa Clara University — had received a cease and desist letter from California and was embroiled in its 
own ongoing opposition from California to its applications to register interlocking SC marks. 

The TTAB did not give much consideration to most of these schools’ use, characterizing these schools as “so small, 
localized, and obscure that they are unlikely to have had any effect on California’s mark in the national 
marketplace.” 

Every school, regardless of size and geographic reach, however, derives at least some revenue from its licensed 
products and likely qualifies for federal or at least state trademark registration of marks. 
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Accordingly, even smaller schools may be wise to proactively register or otherwise resolve their rights relative to 
others with respect to core marks, so that their ability to sell licensed products to their own students, alumni, and 
fans is not later eclipsed by the rights of another school. 

In most circumstances, schools using similar abbreviations can readily coexist, but it may be far easier to 
administer such coexistence and avoid later problems with written agreements outlining each party’s rights and 
obligations. 

Although the decisions of the TTAB and Federal Circuit in this case only relate to registration of the SC mark, 
Carolina now has a cloud over its actual use of the interlocking SC logo that will remain unresolved unless settled 
by agreement or future litigation. 

5) Monitor use of marks and keep good records. 

In its petition to cancel the SC Interlocking Block Registration, Carolina alleged first use of SC in standard characters 
back to the 1890s. Unfortunately for Carolina, it could not show use of SC between the years of 1982 and 1991. 

Accordingly, because 3 years of continuous non-use is considered prima facie evidence of abandonment, the TTAB 
reset Carolina’s priority date for the mark SC as 1991 (too late to support Carolina’s position in the cancellation). 

Despite testimony from a University historian of her belief that Carolina’s use of the mark had not been 
discontinued during that nine-year gap, the TTAB found that licensing agreements, catalogs, yearbooks and other 
evidence supplied by Carolina failed to corroborate her testimony. 

This illustrates the importance of maintaining good records documenting actual use and updating those records on 
a regular basis. It also suggests the potential benefits of periodically reviewing a University’s entire portfolio of 
marks to identify any lapses that might require gap-filling with actual use to preserve rights. 

In a University setting with a wide variety of merchandise targeted to students, faculty, alumni, and fans, keeping a 
mark alive through bona fide use on one or more product lines may be relatively easy. 

For example, consider how a single inexpensive product, such as printed paper book covers sold for protecting 
textbooks, could depict numerous marks used by the University, potentially preserving rights in all of those marks 
and increasing their recognition among some of the University’s primary consumers. 

6) Police third party use of the same or similar marks. 

California enforced its rights in its own SC interlocking logo by opposing Carolina’s registration. The earlier 
agreement between the parties regarding the USC mark emanated from an opposition by Carolina of California’s 
attempt to register USC. 

A concurrent use proceeding later filed by both parties divided ownership of respective registrations for USC in 
standard characters to give California rights in essentially the western half of the United States and the Carolina in 
essentially the eastern half. Thus, both schools have a history of policing to preserve their rights. 

A University’s trademark registrations may correspond to substantial licensing revenue. Ensuring a mark does not 
become generic through unlicensed or unpermitted use by others is just as critical for Universities as it is for any 
trademark owner, and perhaps more so, given the opportunities for counterfeiting, unlicensed use, and misuse for 
any mark that appeals to a large fan base. 
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Furthermore, the sheer number of other colleges and universities nationwide who may share two-letter and three-
letter abbreviations creates numerous opportunities for overlap that are far better resolved as soon as use or 
applications for registrations are published, rather than years later. 

7) Treat trademarks as valuable assets. 

Many universities focus a lot of attention on patents and patent licensing, only some of which ever actually bear 
fruit in the form of licensees and licensing revenue, and all of which have a finite lifespan. University trademarks, 
however, represent a steady and reliable stream of licensing revenue with an indefinite lifespan (assuming proper 
use and protection of the relevant marks). 

The individuals responsible for the University trademark portfolio should have a strong understanding of the legal 
issues relevant to properly procuring, protecting, and maintaining trademark rights and should have access to 
experienced trademark professionals for assistance. 

As the above case illustrates, in trademarks, just as in athletics, both offense and defense are important. A well-
planned and strong game plan for managing a trademark portfolio is critical for colleges and universities of all sizes 
to defend and preserve rights in their core marks. 

--By Rex A. Donnelly, RatnerPrestia 

Rex Donnelly is the managing shareholder of RatnerPrestia’s Wilmington, Del., office and the practice area 
manager of the the firm's trademark center. 

The opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of Portfolio Media, 
publisher of Law360. 

[1] Univ. of S. Cal. v. Univ. of S. Carolina, 2010 WL 157220 (Fed. Cir., Jan. 19, 2010). 

*2+ Univ. of S. Cal. v. Univ. of S. Carolina, 2008 WL 3333839 (TTAB, Aug. 1, 2008)(refusing registration of Carolina’s 
mark); Univ. of S. Cal. v. Univ. of S. Carolina, 2003 WL 21810812 (TTAB, July 31, 2003)(granting SJ dismissing 
Carolina’s counterclaim for cancellation of California’s registration). 


